Preparation of camera-ready copy papers for IFIP conferences ORBs do not de ne APIs that allow applications to specify their endto-end QoS requirements. Likewise, existing DOC ORB implementations do not provide support for end-to-end QoS enforcement b e t w een applications across a network. For instance, CORBA provides no standard way for clients to indicate the relative priorities of their requests to an ORB. Likewise, there are no means for DCOM or RMI clients to inform an ORB how frequently to execute operations that must run periodically.
Lack of real-time features Conventional DOC ORBs do not provide key features that are necessary to support real-time programming. For instance, although the CORBA inter-operability protocol GIOP supports asynchronous messaging, there is no standard programming language mapping for exchanging ORB requests asynchronously. Likewise, the DCOM and RMI speci cations do not require an ORB to notify clients when transport layer ow control occurs. Therefore, it is hard to write portable and e cient real-time applications that are guaranteed not to block inde nitely when ORB endsystem and network resources are temporarily unavailable.
Lack of performance optimizations Conventional ORBs incur significant throughput and latency overhead. These overheads stem from excessive data copying, non-optimized presentation layer conversions, internal message bu ering strategies that produce non-uniform behavior for different message sizes, ine cient demultiplexing algorithms, long chains of intra-ORB virtual method calls, and lack of integration with underlying real-time OS and network QoS mechanisms.
Although some operating systems, networks, and protocols now support real-time scheduling, they do not provide integrated end-to-end solutions. In particular, QoS research at the IPC and OS layers has not necessarily addressed key requirements and usage characteristics of DOC middlware such as CORBA, DCOM, or RMI. For instance, research on QoS for communication systems has focused largely on policies for allocating network bandwidth on a per-connection basis. Likewise, research on real-time operating systems has focused largely on avoiding priority i n v ersions and non-determinism in synchronization and scheduling mechanisms for multi-threaded applications. In contrast, the programming model for developers of DOC applications focuses largely on invoking remote operations on distributed objects. Determining how to map the results from QoS work at the IPC and OS layers to DOC middleware is an important open research topic.
Meeting the QoS needs of next-generation distributed applications requires much more than de ning IDL interfaces or building real-time scheduling into ORBs. It requires a vertically integrated architecture that can deliver end-toend QoS guarantees at multiple levels of an entire distributed system. This panel will describe the architectural features and optimizations that are necessary to develop Distributed Object Computing middleware that can deliver The enchancements required to existing DOC speci cations such as OMG CORBA that will enable applications to de ne their Quality of Service QoS requirements to ORB endsystems. Key architectural patterns required to build real-time ORB endsystems that can enforce deterministic and statistical end-to-end QoS guarantees to applications. Strategies for integrating I O subsystem architectures and optimizations with DOC middleware to provide high bandwidth and low latency guarantees to distributed applications. Overview of forthcoming CORBA speci cations such as the Noti cation service, Messaging service, Streaming service, and passing objects by v alue that address QoS requirements. Techniques for associating an IDL interface with multiple implementations that can provide di erent QoS characteristics.
We look forward to your participation in the panel.
